Mechanisms of ventilator dependence in children with neuromuscular and respiratory control disorders identified by monitoring diaphragm electrical activity.
To report on the monitoring of diaphragm electrical activity (Edi) using neurally adjusted ventilator assist (NAVA) technology to investigate the mechanisms of ventilator dependence in children with neuromuscular and respiratory control disorders. Using NAVA technology, electrical activity of the diaphragm (Edi) was monitored at the lowest achievable level of respiratory support in six ventilator-dependent patients with neuromuscular and respiratory control disorders, aged 6 weeks to 12 years, admitted to a tertiary paediatric intensive care unit between 2009 and 2011. Edi monitoring identified markedly abnormal respiratory dynamic patterns that were not always apparent clinically. These were associated with disorders of central respiratory control, muscle weakness and diaphragm pathology. Edi monitoring using NAVA technology is a valuable, minimally invasive, diagnostic adjunct in children with neuromuscular and respiratory control disorders who are ventilator-dependent.